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Top 5 Literacy Strategies for 
Perseverance and 
Engagement for Grades 3-12



Helping students 
maintain focus 
and build 
stamina while 
reading is an 
important skill 
that will assist 
students in not 
only K-12, but in 
college/career 
and in life. 



Reading Stamina & 
Perseverance

Energy

Concentration to focus

Students don't lose stamina simply because they struggle. 
They lose stamina when they struggle with no strategies or 

hope of success. 



Many struggling readers lose their 
“stick-to-it-ness” during challenging times of 
reading because they haven’t experienced the 
success that lies at the end of hard work. They 
see the hard part, but don’t see the growth 
part. 



5 Literacy Strategies for 
Perseverance and 

Engagement
!.  Address mindset
2. Chunking strategies
3. Chewing strategies
4. Provide texts that are of interest to  
    students      
5. Provide time to read



#1: Address Mindset



What texts are difficult for 
you to persevere through? 

What strategies do you use 
when you have to?





Read Alouds
� Continue the message of building 

stamina and perseverance.



Perseverance Texts

Former President 
Obama’s  

Back-to-School 
speech - 2009



Sometimes students who may struggle do very little work 
in the classroom. If we do all the heavy lifting for students 
in reading complex texts, they begin to lean on that support 
rather than learn from it.



In order to meet the needs of our struggling 
students we need scaffolds that….

•Encourage stamina to stick with a text
•Allow students an opportunity to struggle 
a bit and still find success

•Invite problem solving (be cautious if it 
requires continual support from the 
teacher/aide)

•Allow students to transfer the strategy to 
other texts/tasks

•Have the scaffold eventually fade

Which of the following is the most difficult to put 
into practice?



The Brain
“When faced with a full page of text, reading can quickly 
become overwhelming for many students. The brain best 
receives information in little chunks, sections or groups of 
similar bits of information.  Then the brain needs time to 
think about, chew on, and digest those chunks of similar 
information. This “time” is what processing is all about.  
The brain must have time to process what was just 
learned. The brain can’t process too much information – 
it needs small, relevant chunks to process. THEN 
additional chunks can be taught or learned and then 
processed.” 

Deeper Learning by Eric Jensen & 
LeAnn Nickelson





Chunk & 
Chew

 10:2



#2: Chunk Strategies



Chunk 1

Chunk 2

Chunk 3

Chunk 4

Chunk 5



Keep in Mind….

� Especially challenging /complex text may 
benefit from smaller chunk sizes.

� As the year/semester progresses, slowly 
increase the size of a chunk as students 
become acclimated to reading a certain 
chunk size successfully.

� Have students divide their own text into 
chunk sizes that work best for them and the 
processing tool they that works best for them.

� Some (many times proficient readers) may 
find the that chunking and chewing actually 
interferes with building meaning.  



#3: Chew Strategies





Sticky Notes



Highlighters

� https://www.teachingchannel.org/video/selective-highlig
hting

https://www.teachingchannel.org/video/selective-highlighting
https://www.teachingchannel.org/video/selective-highlighting


Paper Strips or Adding 
Machine Tape



Color Tools

Highlight Reading Strips

Colored Overlays

Cut-out Window Tracker

Reading Tracker Rulers



Annotation 
This is an important 
detail or fact.

This is a key word.
I understand this part.

This is an unfamiliar 
word.

? I do not understand.

! I am surprised. 

This is my favorite part.



      Sentence Stem Bookmark



Bookmarks



Increasing Reading Stamina 
Basket/Bag/Kit

 

http://www.ilclassroomsinaction.org/reading-on-grade-level.html

http://www.ilclassroomsinaction.org/reading-on-grade-level.html


� Look for ways to differentiate the learning 
process using strategies such as chunk & chew.

� Make the growth visible to those who struggle
� Scaffolds should eventually fade
� Look for opportunities to build a growth mindset 

in our students




